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We are TIMETRAVEL.BERLIN: Founders & core team
Currently, the VR studio founded in Berlin in 2018 is working on the VR simulation
20s.BERLIN, a virtual time travel to the European metropolis of the Roaring Twenties with an international team.
Peter Langer (Founder & CEO): Inspired by his grandfather's narrations about Berlin, Peter decided in 2016 to realize his vision of traveling virtually in time. Together
with Dr. Benedikt Goebel, he founded TIMETRAVEL.BERLIN in 2018. Their frst project: 20s.BERLIN. Born in Munich, Peter has lived and worked in Berlin since 1989.
His studiolanger works successfully with renowned agencies as well as international
clients and has many years of expertise in corporate architecture, exhibition design
and 3D visualization.
Dr. Benedikt Goebel (Founder & CKO): Since being a student Benedikt wants to
merge history with computer science; thanks to VR and AI this dream is within reach
now! In order to enthuse a broad public for the genius loci of downtown Berlin the
owner of Büro für Stadtforschung teamed up with Peter Langer in 2018 and founded
TIMETRAVEL.BERLIN. The fact that 20s.BERLIN will be able to claim to depict the
historical Berlin correctly is above all due to Benedikt’s profound knowledge.
Lukas Brüß (Producer): It’s been fve years now, that Lukas has been living double –
about half of his life he’s spent in virtual reality. What fascinates him about 20s.BERLIN is that the project combines his three crushes: technology, history and storytelling. Before he joined the TTB team, Lukas was involved in several VR start-ups as a
creative head where he gained a wealth of of practical production experience.
Alexander Darda (Research): Alexander does private research on the history of
Berlin and therefore knows not only today’s Berlin like the back of his hand, but also
that of the 1920s. In addition to around 100,000 historical photos, he also collected
countless other contemporary documents. His detailed knowledge of the
architecture and everyday life of the 1920s contributes signifcantly to the authentic
design of 20s.BERLIN.
Rebecca Gerth (Press & PR Consultant): For almost 20 years, Rebecca (aka büro
für gelungene kommunikation) has been advising and supporting her clients and
customers in marketing, PR, press and public relations, copywriting and conception.
She has an excellent network and currently supports projects in the felds of flm
and games. Since early 2020, she is a partner of TTB.
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